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SXPERIMSNTALOBSERVATIONSOF UNDERWATERDETONATIONS

NEAR TRE WATER SURFACE

by

B. G. Craig

AEs’rRAcT

The results of a photographicstudy of the flow of
water resulting from the detonation of small spheres of
PBX-9404 explosive initiatedat their center and submerged
to varioue depthe are given. A qualitativedescription of
the mechaniem by which a charge detonated at the upper
critical depth generatea a maximum amplitude water wave
is propoeed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A plot of wave amplitudevs depth of a given

charge of explosiveshows two maxima. One maximum

- called the upper critical depth (UCD)- occurs

when the charge is between one-half and juet fully

submerged, Leklehautelhas reviewed the theory of

water waves generated by exploeions at various

depths in water.

‘he prediction of the amplitude of water wavee

generated by large-energyexplosionshas been based

on extrapolationof empirical correlationsbetween

wave amplitude and charge energy of emall-energy

charges. The mechanism by which a spherically ex-

panding detonation located at the UCD produces a

maximum amplitudewater wave has not been adequate-

ly etudied. ‘I%eeffects near the exploeion need to

be understood in order to develop a model which can

be used to predict water waves generated by large

explosione .

Qualitatively,a spherically expandingdeto-

nation near the UCXlresults first in an expanding

hemisphericalgas bubble in the water and a mush-

room cloud which becomes taller and fades with

time. Very early an energeticwater jet emerges

from the top of the cloud. The stem of the mush-

room cloud appears to be water and detonation prod-

ucts. A perturbation,which appears to be a

mirror image of the water jet emerges from the bot-

tom of the gas bubble. Later, the gee bubble

reaches its maximum size and begins to collapse

first from the bottom. The momentum of the col-

lapsing water creates a plume. The shape, size,

and collapse of the plume are apparently influenced

by detaila of the bubble collapae, by the remnant

of the water encasing the stem of the mushroom

cloud, and by water falling back from the jet. In

turn, these factora govern the waves generated and

are governed by the depth of the charge.

Preliminary experimentsand computer modeling

of the phenomena near a detonation at the UCD were

described in LA-4958.2 Additional experimentsare

described in thie report. Quantitativedata which

describe gee cloud size and shape, gas cavity size

and shape, plume height and shape, and other data

useful for developing and calibratinga model are

given.

11. EXPERIMENTALARRANGEMENT

The experimentswere performed in a tank a lit-

tle larger than 7 m long by 6 m wide by 3 m deep.

‘lhetank had two water-tightwindows through which

the gee bubbles generated by the detonationawere

photographed. Each window wee about 2.5 m wide by

2 m high extending about 70 mm above water level;
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the window panes were 25-mm-thickPlexiglas. In

some of the experimentsa screen of etched Mylar

film was placed behind t,hewindow farthest from the

cameras and tilted to provide a uniform white back-

ground regardless of the position of the sun.

The gaa bubbles were photographedwith three

framing, or tine, cemeraa: 1) a synchronoua-motor-

driven camera (Mitchell)operating at 64 fremee/sec

with color film, 2) a spring-drivencamera (Bolex

Model No. 16 Reflex) aleo operating at 64 fremea/

aec with black-and-whitefilm, and 3) a variable

speed camera (Hycam)operating at varioua apeeda

between 800 and 1700 framea/aecwith black-and-

white film.

A eecond synchronous-motor-drivencamera was

ueed to photograph a field which extended from

about 10 m above the water level to the lower half

of the neareat window. This camera alao operated

at 64 framea/aecwith color film.

A third synchronous-motor+rivencamera, oper-

ated at 28 frsmea/secwith black-and-whitefilm,

waa located at different positions near the water

level, and photographedan overall view of the ex-

periments.

In a few experimentsa sixth camera, another

spring-drivenBolex operating at 64 frsmealaec,wsa

placed near one corner of the water tank for a

close-up view of the detonation and reeultingwater

motion.

The cemerae were started with an automatic

electronicdelay eystem which waa designed to allow

all of the cemeraa to stabilizeat their specified

speede before the detonator was fired. Unfortunate-

ly, the highest apeed camera (Hycem)would not sta-

bilize at the desired epeed (ca 1000 fremes/aec)

with enough film left to cover all of the event.

The control circuit wae modified ao that the Hycam

camera would have full-time coverage at the expense

of a stable speed.

A vertical maet with crossarnm spaced 1.52 m

(5 ft) center to center was located adjacent to the

tank and at approximatelythe acme distance from

the camera aa wae the plume. Thie device served aa

a apace scale for above-surfacephotography. A

grid, 305 mm (1 ft) center to center, eubmerged in

the tank where the charge wae to be located and

perpendicularto the camera exia, waa photographed

to provide an underwater apace ecale for all but

the Hycem camera. The grid waa r=oved prior to the

detonation of each charge. Measurement of both

front and rear windows, their images, and placement

of the explosiveat the midpoint between the two

windows allows determinationof a apace scale for

the Hycem camera.

The explosive chergea were spheres of PBX-9404

initiatedat their centers with an XTX-MDF (mild

detonating fuse) spherical initiatingaaaembly.

Spherea of two diameters were used, the small sphere

was 25.4 mm in diam, the larger waa 50,8 mm in

diam. The density of the PBX-9404 waa 1.84 Mg/m=

The MDF (usuallyca 456 mm long) extended well

above the water to a detonator so that the influ-

ence of the detonator waa small. The explosive

train waa previously shown to result in a spherical-

ly expandingdetonation by most of the PBX-9404.

The arrival trace at the surface of the spheres is

typicallywithin 0.03 paec except for the ares

within 10° of the MDF; thie ares was above the water

surface for experimentsnear the UCD. Meder hae

shown that for practical purpoaea the XTX-MDF as-

sembly within the spherea may be considered as

PBX-9404.

Three methods of supporting the charge were

used. In all methods the detonator cable passed

through a hollow, flexible aluminum boom 25-mm

square which waa guyed with string and tape. In

one method the detonator cable waa allowed to hang

down from the end of the boom and support the charge

at the desired depth. This resulted in the MDF be-

ing vertical and in the tip of the boom being almost

1.5 m vertically above the main charge. In another

method, a No. 50 cotton thread was glued to the

PBX-9404 sphere with Eaatmen 910 adhesive and the

threadmade taut so that the detonator cable and

the thread supported the charge at the desired depth

but angled from the tip of the boom. A second

thread waa tied to the detonator so that the angle

of the MDF with respect to the vertical could be

controlledby adjusting the tension on the two

threads. In the third method a thread wee tied

only to the cable above the detonator and drawn

taut eo the MDF wea vertical but the charge wae

supportedat a horizontal distance from the tip of

the boom. In all methods the boom was adjuated as

necessary to place the charge near the center of

the tank.

b
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Fig. 1. Photograph of a two-pennyconductivity
gauge.

In all experimentsa telescopicarrangement

allowed an observer in the firing bunker to ascer-

tain that the charge was at-the proper depth and

that the surface waves were negligible. The tank

was deliberatelylocated in a narrow box canyon

protected from the wind.

In order to obtain data about subsurfaceflow,

mass markers in the form of perforated,colored

ping-pong balls were suspended in a plane near the

charge axis and perpendicularto the camera axis

by No. 50 cotton thread. The motions of these mass

markers were recorded by the cameras which recorded

the histories of the gas bubbles.

In addition, two conductivitygauges were used

in the ninth and tenth experimentsof this series

(ShotsE-3789 and E-3790). Each gauge consisted of

two copper disks approximately13 mm apart se

ahown in Fig. 1. The conductivityof the material

within each gauge was recorded with a two-channel

oscilloscopeand an appropriatecircuit. ‘The

gauges were located so they weuld be engulfed by

the detonation products in the expandingbubbles at

times which could be correlatedwith the camera

photographs.

III. QUALITATIVEOBSERVATIONS

The framing camera records have been assembled

as Los Alsmos ScientificLaboratory (IA?.L)Motion

Picture x-256. A study of the pictures haa led to

the following qualitativeobservations.

A sphericallyexpandingdetonation near the

UCD results firet in an expandinggas bubble which

ia approximatelyhemisphericalin the water, a

mushroom cloud which becomes taller and fades with

time (indicatingthat the cloud is mostly detonation

products),and a water jet which forms very early

and goes very high. The stem of the mushroom cloud

aepaare to be encased by water and the interior of

the stem appeara to be partly confined detonation

products. After the mushroom cloud fades,the water

encasing the stsm and the jet have a combined ap-

pearance similar to that of an inverted funnel. A

perturbation,termed a root, emerges from the gas

bubble and flows mostly downward; the root is akin

to a mirror image of the water jet. The root ap-

pears to be mostly water colored by detonation prod-

ucts, especiallycarbon.

Later, the gas bubble reaches its maximum size

and begins to collapae first from the bottom. The

collapse appears to become reentrant. The momentum

of the collapsingwater throws up a plume. The

shape, size, and collapse of the plume are apparent-

ly influencedby details of bubble collapse, by the

remnant of the water encasing the stem of the mush-

room cloud, and by water falling back from the jet.

When the charge is significantlyabove UCD a

smaller, or no, water jet ia generated; likewise, a

smaller, or no, root is formed. The resulting

plume is high but narrow and appears to remain high-

ly organized relative to plumes from charges near

the UCD, The collapee of the plume is devoid of

significantoutward motion and forms a second hemi-

sphericalcavity in the water - also in contrast to

the phenomena for charges near the UCD.

It appeara that detonation only a little below

the UCD produces larger water jets and roots than

those at UCD. Detonations significantlybelow UCD

(more than one charge diameter) result in gas bubbles

which have their maximum diameter below the surface.

In the extreme the bubble generated does not vent to

the surface until it has undergone one or more os-

cillations. Any constrictionat the surface modifies

the way a plume is thrown up due to both constrictive

effects and possible changes in the way the bubble

collapses. Detonations below UCD which also vent

significantlyduring expansion of the gas bubble

appear to result in larger stems, the remnants of

which apparently interferewith eruption of plumes.

There is some indication that such detomtions re-

sult in an increase in the water content of the

mushroom cloud, Finally, for deep detonations there

3



Jet

Cloud

level except as noted in the captions or in Fig. 2.

Heights were measured vertically above the original

water level. Plume heights are not well defined;

the author recorded a height which seemed most

repreaentativeto him.

The error in measurements of apace below water

level is estimated to be no more than 50 mm, usually

about 25 mm. The error in measurements of space

above water level is estimated to be no more than

150 mm, usually leas than 100 mm. The greatest un-

certainty in above-surfacemeasurements is due to

inability to characterizeplume height because of

R the irregularand indeterminateshape of the plume.

The maximum error in time ia less than one frame

time for data obtained from the synchronous-motor-

driven cameras. Comparison of data recorded with—

+

tint
II.- --

‘CRLUX .
ZRV-O Hv

RLD> ‘RRD

Fig. 2.

are neither jets, roots, nor mushroom clouds.

Sketch with identificationof moat of the
measurements plotted in the data section.
Numbers indicateangular position in
degrees frnm charge origin.

Plume formation is the result of an entirelydif-

ferent mechanism.

Sketches in which the water jet, mushroom

cloud and stem, gas bubble, and root are identified

are given as Fig. 2.

Iv. RESULTS

A summary of the shots and of selected data

is given in Table I. Some of the quantitative

data which can be deduced from measurement of the

photographicrecords tie plotted in Figs. 3 - 23.

With only a few exceptionsas noted in the captions,

the data plotted are from records obtained with

cameras equipped with synchronousmotors. Zero

time was taken as that of either the frame in which

detonation light was recorded or the frame before

the one in which a significantgas bubble or cloud

of detonation products wsa recorded. Radii were

measured from the intersectionof a plumb line

through the charge csnter and the original water

4

both spring-drivenand synchronous-motor-driven

cameras is also less than one frame time (15.6msec).

Aa discuaaed under the section EXPERIMENTALARRANGE-

MENT, the Hycem camera did not operate at a constant

speed. However, it is possible to find framing

rates (ca 1000 fremes/see)which will make space and

time measurements from the Hycsm consistentwith

space and time meeaurements from the synchronous-

motor+lrivencamera.

Figures 3 - 18 show data for 25.4-mm-diam

charges. Figures 14 - 18 show the motion of the mass

markera aa a function of frame number (64 fremesf

see). Only selected frsmea are plotted and identi-

fied but the solid lines are based on measurement

of additional frames. Dotted lines correspond to

frame times when the mass markers could not be

clearly seen. The numbers near the various points

are the frame numbers where frame zero corresponds

to time zero (the frame with detonation light or

the frsma before the first recorded significant

event). Some mess markers are plotted on the oppo-

afte side of vertical then their reel location;

alao the paths of some mass markers have been
. .

omitted because either they were.off scale or they

were similar to patha plotted.

Figures 19 - 21 show data for 50.4-uxn-diem

chergea. Of the tw shots fired with this size

charge, the largest gas bubble waa generated by the

charge just fully eubmerged. The eruption of the

plume for the charge submerged 1/2 diem appeared to

be through the middle of the remnant of the stem;

this is in contrast to observationsfor shots with

a

.

b’
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TABLE L

SUMMARY OF SHOTS AND SELECTEDDATA

.

4

Shot
No.

E-3684

E-3680

E-3685

E-3689

E-3681

E-3686

E-3690

E-3682

E-3683

E-3691

E-3687

E-3692

Key:

2?4i&

3,4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

19

20

S!!aziE
diem z
(=) (m)

25.4

25.4

25.4

25.4

25.4

25.4

2.5.4

25.4

25.4

25.4

50.8

50.8

Charge Z =

Bubble R =

Bubble t =

Bubble tco =

Jet tb =

let t~ =

Plume tc =

Plume H =
P

Plume D =
P

Plume tm =

+6.4

o

0

-3.2

-6.4

-6.4

-6.4

-12.7

-152.0

-610.0

0

-25.4

NDF
Angle

(0 from
Vertical).

o

0

30

60

0

30

75

0

0

0

30

0

Gas Bubble

R-45 t-45——

ii-o t-o
t
co

(mm) (eec) (see)

457
E

482
w

500
m

552
m

510
m

535
Zi5F

545
m

529
mi

479
=

456a

371

325

302

850
m

920
m

0.18
m

0.15
0.15

0.14
=

0.19
0.16

0.17
m

0.15
m

0.17
0.15

0.15
0.14

0.09
m

o.05a

0.13

0.21

0.27

0.22
m

‘“0..21
Tim

0.33

0.39

0.36

0.42

0.42

--

0.42

0.41

0.38

0. 09a

0.18

0.24

--

0.49

0.52

Jet

‘b ‘%
(see) (see)

None

0.45

0.44

0.52

0.48

--

0.50

0.44

0.44

None

0.65

0.55

None

2.95

2.31

2.95

3.22

--

2,58

2.25

2.53

None

2.30

3.23

Plume

t HXD
c

(.ec) ‘m

1.02

1.31

1.00

1.33

1.31

1.04

1.31

1.08

1.06

1.28

1.30

1.66

0.80 X 0.50
0.72

0.80x 1.15
0.73

0.75 x 1.10
0.59

0.70X 1.10
0.63

0.87 X 1.20
0.88

0.63 X 1.10
0.52

0.75 x 1.20
0.67

-.

--

1.35 x 1.00
0.52

1.20X 1.70
0.67

I.oox 1.75
0.64

position of the center of charge listed below (-) or above (+) the water surface.

maximum radius measured at the angle from vertical ae shown in Fig. 2. Averagea of
left and right measurements are tabulated.

time after detonationwhen bubble reaches maximum radius at the indicated angle.

time of complete collapse along vertical.

time at which bottom df water jet appeared

time at which’laet resolved drops from jet

complete collapse time of plume.

maximum

maximum

time in

a Radii and tines given are
bubble, the second listed

height of plume in m.

diameter of plume in m.

to atop moving up. ,..
,.

fell back to the surface.

seconds when maximum height and diameter were observed.

the average of all four 45° measurements. The firet listed ie for the initial
is for the second, etc., es the bubble alternatelyexpands and collapses.
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.
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o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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:
x
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1.0 I.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 I.!l
Timo (t@c)

Fig. 3. Early time history (fromdetonation to FLg. 4. Late time history of Shot E-3684. Symbols
collapse of the gas bubble) of Shot E-3684. defined below.
The charge was 25.4 m in diem, BuLrnerged
1/4 diam, supported so that the MDF was
vertical and the support boom would have
interferedwith the water jat had there
been one. In this experimentonly the
plume generated by the coil.apsaof the gas
bubble fell back to ganerate a cavity
which in turn collapsed to form a second
plume shown in Fig. 4.

Upper Graphe (above-eurface):

~ H=, height of the top of thegaa products
cloud

~ Hs, height of the bottom of thega6
products cloud

~ Hj, height of the top of the.jet (in thie
case only, the jet waa nmatly gas)

~ Hp, height of the plume

Lower Graphs (cub-surface):

@ ‘()-L*
left eide bubble radius at original
water level

b ‘O+ $ right aide bubble radius at original
water level

bubble radiua along 45° to the left
B ‘45-L’ of ~hmb

a ‘45-RS ~:;badiue along 45° to the right

~ R90 ,bubble radius along plumb

@ R+) , vertical length of root and bubble

~ ~-o, one-half ofrootdiemneer the
bottom of the bubble
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1.0I , * , t I
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

limo (see)

Fig. 5. Time history of Shot E-3680. The charge
was 25.4 mm in diem, aulxnargedone-half
diem, and supported so that the MDF was
vertical and the support boem interfered
with the water jet. The symbols are de-
fined in the caption of Fig. 3 with the
addition of

height of remnant of stem,possibly
combined with young plume

height of plume. The symbol shape
is a stylizedrepresentationof
the actual shape at the indicated
the.

Iu - 8 1 1 1 #

.9

A
5 - A

A
~m

Cl

?7

u~ &afadb6~
@ddl,E

o - s m ,

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Time (see)

o~

LOL 1 , 1 1 , I
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Time (SOC)

Fig. 6. Time history of Shot E-3685. The charge
diameter and depth of submersionwere
identical to those for Shot E-3680 (Fig.
5) but the support differed. The charge
was supported in part b~ thread so that
the MoF was inclined 30 from the vertical
and the support boom did not interfere.
The synchronousmotor camera failed to
yield a record of the sub-eurfacefor this
shot eo the epring-drivencamera record
was ueed to obtain the data plotted in the
lower graph. The eymbols are defined in
the captions of Figs. 3 and 5.

,
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Fig. 7.

Ad)

(itl

Time history of Shot E-3689. The charge
was 25.4 mm in di.am,eubmerged 5/8 di=,
and supportedwith thread so that the bocm
did not interfereand so that the MDF was
inclined 60° from vertical. The average
radius of the gas bubble was as large as,
if not slightly larger, than that for any
other shot with the same size charge.
The svmbols are defined in the caption of

with the addition of

height of remnant of stem -
possibly combined with young
plume

height of plume. The symbol
shape is a stylized repreeentation
of the actual shape at the indicated

u,
LoI m , , # I I

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 8.

Time (sac]

Time history of Shot E-3681. The charge
wea 25.4 mm in diem, submerged 3/4 diam,
supported so that the MDF was vertical
and the support boom interferedwith the
water jet. Symbols are defined in the
captions of Figs. 3 and 7 with appropriate
stylizedmodifications to show the shape
of stem remnants and plumes.

time.
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A
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Tima (SOC)

Fig. 9. Time history of Shot E-3686. This shot
was a replicate of Shots E-3681 and E-3690
(Fige.8 and 10) sxcept for changee in the
method of support and the angle of inclina-
tion of the MOF. The charge wee partially

eupportedb~ thr~ so t~t the MOF me
inclined 30 from plumb and eo that the
suPPort boom did not interferewith the
water jet. Symbols are defined in the
captione of Fige. 3 and 7 with appropriate
etylizedmodfficationa to show the shape
of the stem remnant and the plume.

I A
A

A
L

t

An
5 n

~’%

PI’n
n

n

Time (sac)

~ , I r 1 ,
I

,.oo~
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.s

Time (SCC)

Fig. 10. Time history of Shot E-3690. This shot
was a reDlicate of Shots E-3681 and
E-3686 (~igs. 8 and 9) except th~ angle
of inclinationof the MDF was 75 from
plumb. The support boom did not inter-
fere with the water jet. Symbols are
defined in the captions of Fige. 3 and
7. Comparison of Figs. 8 - 10 shows
that varietiona in the support appear to
affect the vertical growth of the root.
However, the opposite effect on the
growth rate cauaed by a given change in
~PPort wss ehown in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Time history of Shot E-3682. The charge
waa 25.4 nusin dlam, was just fully
submerged,and was supported so that the
MDF was vertical and so that the support
boom interferedwith the water jet.

Symbols are defined in captione of Figs.
3 and 7 with appropriate stylizedmodi-
fications to chow the shape of the etem
remnant and the plume.
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Fig. 12. Time hitatoryof Shot E-3683. The charge
was 25.4 nnnin diam and waa submerged 6
diem. The MDF waa vertical and the
support boom interferedwith the water
jet. A long root with a very large
diameter was observed in this shot.
Consequently,the measurement of vertical
radiua of the gas bubble was exceptionally
poor. Sub-surfacedetails were signifi-
cantly differant.

Symbols are as for previous graphs except

appropriate stylizedmodifications to
show the shape of the stem remnant and
the plume in the upper graph and as fol-
lows in the lower graph.

O (RO-L+RO-R); z) ioe”D a=-tve=dlus
of the gas bubble or vent along the
original water level.

- %’
bubble radiua to the left along a
level through the charge center.

bubble radiue to the right along s
level through the charge center.

vertical height of r~ht circular
vent.

,

b
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Fig. 13. Time history of Shot E-3691. The charge
was 25.4 mm in diam and wae submerged
24 diem. The MDF wee vertical but the
detonation cable waa held well beyond the
boem tip by thread so that the boom did
not interferewith the water jet. Tha
detonation products did not escape to form
a gas cloud, the water jet wae very small,
and the stem or plume formationwaa
unique. The gaa bubbla went through eev-
eral oscillations,four of which are
plotted. The center of the gaa bubbles
moved down with time until it vented to
one aide.

Upper Graph:

~ height of water jet.
,,

~ ~Afi stylized eymbols indicating
height and shape of plume.

Lower Graph:

~~~~radiialong 45° lines through
the point of eynnnetryof the
gaa bubble from synchronous
motor camara record,

●4 db =ef~~~~ ~~~r~Ycam camera
.

a vertical coordinate of point
of symnetry from aynchronoua
motor camera record.
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Fig. 14. Pathe of mace msrkere (water-filledping
pong balls) from Shot E-3684. The charge
was 25.4 mm in diam and waa submerged 1/4
dlam. The numbers near the various points
are the frame numbers; the framing rate
was 64 picturealsec (pps). The origin is
the intersectionof the vertical center
line through the charge with the water
surface.
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Fig. 15. Paths of mass markers for a 25.4-mm-diam

charge submerged1/2 diem. Shot E-3680
is representedby trianglesand Shot
E-3685 by dots. The numbers near the
variouo pointa are the frame numbers at
64 ppe beginning at the time of detona-
tion. The origin ie aa in the previous
graph.

Fig. 17. Paths of maas markere from ehota with
25.4-mm-diamchargea aulxserged3/4 diem.
Trianglee, squares,and circles represent
Shots E-3681, E-3686, and E-3690,reepec-
tively. The numbers near the varioue
points are the frame numbers as in
previoue graphs. The origin is aa in
the previous graphs.
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Fig. 16. Paths of mase markers from Shot E-3689.
The charge waa 25.4 IMUin diam and wae
submerged 5/8 diem. The number near
the various points are the frame numbers
at 64 pps. The origin ie aa in the
previous graphs.

Fig. 18. Pathe of maas markers for a 25.4-mm-diam
charge juet fully submerged (Shot E-3682).
The numbers near the various pointe are
the frame numbers as in previous graphs.
The origin is as In previous graphs.
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1

Fig. 19. Plot of early time data from the larger
charge used in Shot E-3687. The charge
was 50.8 mm in diem, submerged1/2 diem,
and supportedb~ thread eo that the ~F
wae inclined 30 from vertical. Although
the tip of the support boom was well to
one side, it did interfere,probably in a
small way, with the large water jet.

Symbole carry the same meaning as in
previous graphe of ehots with the charge
near the UCD.
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t 1

1.01
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Fig. 20, Early time data from the larger charge
just fully eubmerged (E-3692). The charge
wae 50.8 mm in diem, was juet fully sub-
merged, and was supported by thread eo
that the MDF was vertical but the boom
tip wae well to one side of the charge.
Due to the large diameter of the water
jet, the jet did strike the boom but was
probably interferedwith only trivially.

Origin and symbols the same meaning aa in
Figs. 14-18 for shots with the charge
near the UCD.
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Fig. 21. Paths of mass markers for Shot E-3687;
50.8+mn-diamcharge submerged1/2 diem.
The numbers near the varioue points are
the frams numbers. The framing rate was
64 ppe.

The origin is as described in the caption
of Fig. 14.

25.4-mm-diamcharges submerged l/2 diem. Poesibly

the increasedmomentum associatedwith collapse of

a larger bubble allowed penetrationof the remnant.

When the 50.8-mm-diamcharge was .juetfully sub-

merged the plume eruptionwas meet apparent near

the outside of the remnant of the stms as if the

eruption was deflected by the remnant. The bubble

diam at the surface was noticeably smallerwhen

the charge waa fully submerged than when submerged

1/2 diam. In both shots very large roots were

produced.

Figure 22 shows tracings of the oscilloscope

records obtainad from the two conductivitygaugea

usad in Shota E-3689 and E-3690. In Shot E-3689

one gauge was placed so that it would be engulfed

by the gas bubble; the other gauge wae placed so

that it would not be engulfed. The cloeest gauge

ehowed an abrupt decrease in conductivity,of a

magnitude approximatelythe same as that found for

air, at a time correspondingto the time when the

gauge was engulfed by the gas bubble as measured

from the framing camera photographs. The second

gauge, located outaide of the gas bubble, ahowed no

change in conductivity. In Shot E-3690 one gauge

was placed at about the same radiua as that of the

closest gauge in Shot E-3689; the second gauge was

placed at a radius which would lead to engulfment

at a later time. The conductivityof both gaugee

changed at times and in direction consistentwith

the framing camera photographs.

The motion pictures obtained in the early

round of experimentssuggested that a reasonably

stable wave train was establishedwithin the tank.

Accordingly a photographicarrangement for meaeur-

ing wave amplitude as a function of time was added

to the subsequentexperiments.

Wave histories for two shots, measured at a

range of about four meters from the detonation, are

plotted aa Fig. 23. In general, the firat signifi-

cant wave is of negative amplitude, It ia specu-

lated that thie negative amplitude is a consequence

J L-------

-J
J

L_____-
I

Fig. 22. Tracings of the oscilloscoperecords ob-
tained with conductivitygaugee. Time
increasee to the right.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Gauge closest to charge in Shot
E-3689.

Gauge outside of gas bubble in Shot
E-3689.

Geuge near extreme of bubble expansion
in Shot E-3690.

Gauge closest
E-3690.

to charge in Shot
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Fig. 23. Plot of wave amplitude during the first
five eeconds following explosion time for
two 25.4-mm-diamchargee. The eolid
circlee are from Shot E-3689 in which the
charge was submerged 5/8 diam and was the
closest to the upper critical depth. The
open squares are from Shot E-3691 in
which the charge was submerged 24 diem
and was the closest to the lower critical
depth.

of water flow toward the cevity. The photographs

suggest that this negative amplitude is well in

front of the wavee generated by the collapae of the

plume.

It was aleo observed that the wave train from

the detonation located closest to the upper criti-

cal depth wae the meet nearly sinusoidalat thie

range. There were no duplicatemeaeuremente of

wave traine eo it is not known if the apparent

early organizationfrem the detonation neareet the

upper critical depth is accidental or real.

Measurementsof the maximum wave amplitude are

t

\

consideredas only approximatebecause the gauge

wae located relatively cloee (0.69m) to the eide

of the tank which might perturb the wave train by

reflection. To mintiize this probable eource of

error the maximum amplitude observed up to the time

when the wave train broke over the edge of the tank

(ca 20mm above water level) wae taken as the maxi-

mum amplitude of the train. This wae not the

largest amplitude observed but was nearly so.

The maximum amplitude as defined above hae been

ecaled and plotted after the method of Pace et al.8

in Fig. 24. It appears that the model of Pace et

al,can be extrapolatedto an order of magnitude

smaller charge weight than those used for the

model’s calibration. It also appears that this

work provides an independentconfirmationof the

upper critical depth phenomenon. The reasonable

agreement with Pace et al.also lends support to

claims that our tank approximatedan infinite sea.

, , , 1 1 I

I I I
I O-I-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9

Scaled Depth

Fig. 24. Comparison of wave amplitudes as a func-

tion of charge depth ae observed in my

work with the observationsof pace et al,

(taken from Fig. 3.8 of Ref. 8).

The eolid crosses represent my work which

had equivalentTNT charge weights ofO.017

and 0.136 kg. The open symbole represent

the data of Pace et al.obtained with TNT

charges; circles - 0.23 kg, hexagons-
0.91 kg, triangles - 56.8 kg, equares -

175 kg.

The scaled amplitude is AmaR ; W0”60 for

the upper critical depth region (the re-

gion A in the figure); the scaled ampli-

tude is A_R ~ W0.535 for the lower

critical depth region (the region B).

A_ is the maximum wave amplitude ob-

served at range R; W is the TNT charge

weight. The scaled depth ie Z + W0.63 in

the upper critical region and Z + W0.25

in the lower critical region. Z is the

depth at which the center of the charge

is submerged,
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v. DISCUSSION

Although a significantamount of data haa been

presented, the reader should ba aware that no col-

lection of graphs and word8 can give as good a

description of the phenomena as that contained in

the camera photographs.

The ohaervatiom of the pre-plume,water jet,

and root in these experimentsare eepeciall.ysig-

nificant because they were not anticipated. These

featurea offer a poaeible explanationfor how a

maximum wave ia generated by a detonationat the

UCD.

When the datonstion is above the UCD, as for

Fig. 3, the pre-plume ie smell, the above-surface

jet is mostly gaa, the lip (radiusat the surface)

of the gas bubble is essentiallyas large as other

radii, the root is small, and the representative

gae bubble radii are not as large as when the det-

onation is at the UCD; consequently,the plume

thrown up at collapse ia of smaller diameter, does

not have as large a volume, and is not given an

outward component as when the plums is formed by a

detonation at UCD.

At or near the UCD, as for Fig. 7, the repre-

sentativeradii of the gaa bubble are largest, the

pre-plume ie large, the above surface jet conteins

a significantamount of water, the lip of the gas

bubble offers only a little if any impedimentto

plume formation, and the root is large. Important-

ly, it appears that the water in the pre-plumeand

jet is such that the water thrown up at bubble col-

lapae ia deflected to give it a large outward com-

ponent aa well as upward component of motion. The

outward and upward motion reeulte in a very large

splash wave early in the plume formation. It

would not be surpriei.ngif other factors also con-

tribute to the UCD phenemena.

When the detonation ia a little below the UCD,

ae in Fig. 11, the lip of the repreeentativeradii

for the gas bubble is smeller, the lip of the gas

bubble confines or modifies formation of the plume,

and the water jet and root are aa large or larger

I than those for UCD. Also, it appears that the

water in the pre-plume interactsdifferentlywith

that thrown up when the gas bubble collapses. The

resulting

organized

splash wave sppeers

than that for UCD.

smaller and leas

With increasingdepth the representativegas

bubble radii, the oscillatoryperiod, and the

amount of venting decrease; the volume of the gee

bubble may increase a little if the detonation is

not too deep. Up to some depth, the water jet and

the root appear to increase (Figs. 11 and 12);

however, when the depth was sufficient so that only

trivial early venting of the gas bubble occurred no

root, and only a very small and weak water jet,

were observed (Fig. 13), The plume resulting from

a deep detonation is formed by an entirely differ-

ent mechanism from that of a detonation near the UCD.

As shown in Fig. 13, the oscillating gas bubble

had a general downward motion contrary to expecta-

tion from considerationof buoyancy alone; however,

the observed motion is not in qualitativedisagree-

ment with the “image-source”model of Bryant.3

Comparison of Fig. 5 with Fig. 6 and Fig, 8

with Fig. 9 or with Fig. 10 show that the growth of

the gee bubbles ia very reproducible;however, both

above-surfacephenomena and collapse of the gae bub-

bles are subject to considerablevariation. At

least part of the obeerved variations are due to

variations in the charge support and in the inclina-

tion of the MDF.

Increasing the charge radius by a factor of two

did not result in any clear qualitativechange

(FigS.19 and 20). As expected, the gee bubble

radii increased (ca 74%) for the larger charge sub-

merged the same fraction of its diameter. The mo-

tion pictures do suggest that the collapse of the

gas bubble in Shot E-3692 (Fig. 20), which had the

charge just fully submerged, was favorable for pro-

ducing a large splash wave.

A preliminary experimentwhich was performed

in a smaller and differentlyshaped tank was dfe-

cuesed in LA-4958. A point of concern in the pre-

liminary experimentwas the cause of the root

(calleda stem in Reference 4) extending from ’the

bottom of the gee bubble. It was hypoth~i~ed that

the root might be due to either the small tank eize,

the method of support of the charge, or the MDF.

‘l’hetank greater than three times larger, var-

iations in method of support, and variations in the

angle of inclinationof the MDF used in the current

experimentsall

the root is due

failed to eltiinate the root. If

only to the MDF one would expect
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the root to be reduced by the use of a larger diam-

eter charge; if anything, larger diameter charges

produced larger roots, Furthermore,a root was not

observed when the charge was deeply sutmerged (Fig.

13); the root was very small when the charge was

shallow (Fig. 3). The water jet waa also not ob-

served when the charge was deeply submerged; the

jet was very small and mostly gaseoua when the

charge was immersed less than the UCD. In ehort,

there is a correlationbetween water jet and root.

The root doea not seem to have been previously

recognizedas separate from the bubble, albeit an

exhaustivesearch of the literaturehas not been

made. Young and Hammonds cite Hendricks and Smith

as observing an elongated bubble. Tracings of the

bubble outline, ss presented by Young and Hannnond

could be interpretedae an approximatehemispheri-

cal gas bubble plus a root. Young and Hammond did

not uee MDF to initiate their charges, A. R.

Kriebels alao showa tracingewhich can be inter-
*

preted se haniephericalgas bubbles plus roots.

The gas bubbles in Kriebel’s etudy were generated

by explodingwires. Kriebel identifies the root in

his experimentsas a jet caused by inward collapse

of the walls of the water column just before the

cavity becomes fully expanded.

Pritchett7 compared results of a sophisticated

computer model with observationamade of the WIGWAM

event (nuclearexplosion, 30 kt, 610 m below the

surface of the Pacific Ocean in very deep water,

May 14, 1955). Pritchett’smodel predicts a vortex

below the collapsing and upward moving bubble. The

author does not know if the WIGWAM event vented and

jetted; however, it appears that Pritchett’avortex

does not originate for the came reason that the

root originates in UCD experiments.

The presence of the water jet, se such, also

does not appear to have been previously recognized.

Young and Hammond did comment “.....the radial flow

model predicts a very thin water seal above the

charge which travels at extremelyhigh velocity

long after intuition tells us that such a situation

could prevail.” It seems likely that the predicted

in-flowingwater seal is ekin to the observed coni-

cal part of the inverted funnel shape described

earlier. Convergenceof this water would result in

a jet.

*
See Figs. 7 - 16 in Reference 6.

The water jet, being of relativelysmall diam–

eter compared to other items of interest,is diffi-

cult to photograph, especiallywith black-and-white

film against a sky background. ALao, as happened

in our preliminary experiment,the charge support

can easily destroy or modify the water jet; this

factor may also have contributed to previous failura

to observe or recognize the water jet.

The maximum gas bubble radius along a line 45°

with respect to plumb was 47.7 cm in the preliminary

experiment;this occurred at a time of about 0.19

sec. In the current experiments,with the same

charge and submersion,values obtained for theee

parameters are 48 and 50 cm and 0.15 and 0.14 sec.

In the current experiments the gas bubblea collapeed

significantlyfaster than in the preliminary experi-

ment with the small tank. These differences, al-

though relativelysmall, suggest that the present

tank is a reasonable approximation to an infinite

sea for charges of 2.54-cm and 5.08-cm diam and a

questionableapproximationfor 7,62-cm-diamcharges.

The two-pennygauge results are interpretedas

evidence that the bubble boundary as shown by pho–

tography is the boundary between detonation products

and water. The results contradictepeculation that

the cameras might be recording a significant water

cavitationor span boundary rather than the

products-waterinterface; estimates of the volume of

water above surface and the volume of the gas cavity

lend additionalweight to contradict such specula-

tion. A study of the photographicrecorde and of

Figs. 15 - 18 also shows that gaugea must be either

anchored solidly or photographedae a function of

time if their position ia important in the reduction

of the data.

VI. suMMARY

Data which partially describe the flow of water

when a charge is detonated near the upper critical

depth have been presented, The work appears to pro-

vide an independentconfirmationof the upper crit-

ical depth phenomenon aa well as to provide quanti-

tative data useful for calibrating a computer model

of the phenomena. In addition,a tentative qualita-

tive description of the mechanism by which a charge

detonated at the upper critical depth generatea a

maximum water wave has been proposed, ‘Ibisdeacrip-

tion involves the time at which the pre-plume and



water jet collapse relative to collapse time of the

gas cavity ae well as the size and shape of tha

cavity. The flow which produces the pre-plume,

water jet, and root b not understoodand therefore

needs additionalstudy.
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